The covering relationship between ideals has proved to be a useful and important tool in many investigations in commutative algebra. For example, a result in a classical paper of Grobner [2, §6] says that an M-primary ideal Q in a local ring (A, M) is irreducible if and only if Q has a unique cover. (See also [9, p. 248] .) (Other examples include most papers where one of the following concepts is considered: the length of an ideal, a minimal basis of an ideal, or the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial of an ideal.) However, the authors know of no paper where the subject itself has been studied. We do such a study in §2 of this paper, and some quite interesting results are obtained. Also, it turns out that there is an interesting interplay between the covering relationship and Bourbaki associated primes, so results concerning one of the concepts imply corresponding results concerning the other concept. Therefore in §3, using the results of §2, quite a few new results concerning Bourbaki associated primes of an ideal in an arbitrary ring are obtained. (In particular, all the results hold for prime divisors of an ideal in a Noetherian ring, and many are new even in this case.) That many new results are obtained is somewhat surprising, since the subject of Bourbaki associated primes has certainly previously been deeply investigated.
To briefly describe the results in §2, let B a C be ideals in a ring A. Then we say that C covers B in case there are no ideals D of A such that BaDaC.
In this case, C/B ~ A/M, for some maximal ideal M, and to emphasize the role of M we say that C uncovers B. With this terminology, it is first shown in §2 that an ideal 7 in A ikf-covers some ideal if and only if MI Φ I (2.3) , so if A is either quasi-local or an integral domain, then every nonzero finitely generated ideal M-covers some ideal (2.4) . Some other corollaries of (2.3) are given in (2.5)-(2.10), among which is a description of an ideal which M-covers a unique ideal -a result which is sort of dual to the above mentioned result of Grobner. Next it is shown that if an ideal C M-covers B and / is any ideal in A, then either C f]I M-covers B Π / or C + I M-covers B + I (2.13). Consequences of this are given in (2.14)-(2.16), among which are: if C+I M-covers B + I, then C + J M-covers B + J, for all ideals J £ I (2.14.1); if d is a regular element in A, then either C: dA = B: dA or C: dA M-covers £: cίA (2.14.4); and, if dl is M-covered (d regular), then either dA or J is M-covered (2.16). (2.17) gives a form of a converse of part of (2.13) for Noetherian rings, and §2 is closed by showing, in particular, that if C covers B in a local ring R, then, for all ideals I in R, C + /• covers B + Γ, for all large e (2.20) .
Section 3 is concerned with Bourbaki associated prime ideals P of an ideal / (P = I: xA, for some x e A). The first result shows that if M is maximal, then M is a Bourbaki associated prime of I if and only if I is M-covered (3.2) . Using this, a number of additional corollaries of (2.3) are given, among which are: if MI Φ J, then MI is an intersection of ideals lying immediately below I and having Mas a Bourbaki associated prime (3.3) ; and, every ideal in a ring is an intersection of ideals having a maximal ideal as a Bourbaki associated prime (3.5) . In (3.10) it is shown that a finitely generated prime ideal P in a ring A is a Bourbaki associated prime ideal of an ideal B if and only if BA P is a covered ideal. Corollaries of this which correspond to results in §2 are given in (3.11)-(3.14), among which are: if P is a Bourbaki associated prime of B and is either finitely generated or a maximal ideal in A, then, for each ideal / in A, P is a Bourbaki associated prime of either B + J (for all ideals J £ I) or B Π K (for all ideals K 2 /) (3.11); moreover, if P is not a Bourbaki associated prime of B + dA (d regular), then P is a Bourbaki associated prime of B: dA (3.12.3) ; and, if P is a Bourbaki associated prime of dl (d a, regular element), then P is a Bourbaki associated prime of either dA or I (3.13). In (3.15) it is shown that if P is a prime divisor of an ideal B in a Noetherian ring A, then, for all ideals I £ P, P is a prime divisor of B + /% for all large e. Corollaries of this are given in (3.15)-(3.19) , among which is: if P is a prime divisor of (0), then, for all ideals / Q P, P is a prime divisor of 1% for all large e (3.16.1).
In § §4 and 5, we briefly indicate how the results in § §2 and 3 can be generalized to, respectively, the module-covering relationship between submodules of an arbitrary A-module ^C and to Bourbaki associated primes of submodules of ^€C It turns out that most of the results in § §2 and 3 can be generalized to this case. (The main reason for doing the ring and module cases separately is that the notation and arguments are a little simpler in the ring case, and once this case is known, the module case follows quite readily. A secondary reason is that a few of the results for the ring case do not have a natural generalization to modules.) It should be mentioned that results analogous to those in this paper have been obtained for Noetherian lattice modules in [4] .
Finally, in §6 a few remarks are made concerning the more restrictive condition (than being covered) of a sheltered submodule of an A-module. 2* Notes on ideal covers* All rings in this article are assumed to be commutative with an identity. The undefined terminology is, in general, the same as that in [5] . In particular, BczC means the set B is properly contained in the set C. Also, if B is an ideal in a ring A, then possibly B = A, but if B is a prime ideal in A, then BaA.
In this section we prove a number of results concerning the covering relationship between ideals in a ring. We begin by recalling the following definition. The following remark lists a few immediate equivalences of the definitions. REMARK (2.6) is related to [1, Chapter 3, Ex. 18a, p. 110] , which is concerned with sheltered modules. So as not to delay developing properties of the ideal covering relationship, we simply note here that the first statement in (2.6) is sharpened by the referenced result in [1] Proof. By (2.8) , there exists xel such that I = xA + MI, so MI = xM + M 2 I, hence I = xA + M 2 J. Therefore it follows that / = Π {%A + M*I; i ^ 1}. Therefore, if A is quasi-local and / is finitely generated, then, since I-xA-Y MI, [5, (5.1) ] says that 1 = xA. REMARK 2.10. Let Λf, /, and A be as in (2.3), and assume that (0) Φ I = xA is a principal ideal and A is either a domain or a quasilocal ring. Then / Af-covers a unique ideal (namely, MI). (Therefore, for a finitely generated ideal ί in a quasi-local ring (A, M), I ikf-covers a unique ideal if and only if I is principal.)
Proof. Since A is either a domain or a quasi-local ring and / = xA, xM Φ xA. Thus, by (2.2.2), xA Af-covers xM. If also xA Λf-covers J, then xM £ J" (2.2.2), so J= xM. The parenthetical statement follows from this and (2.9).
A number of other corollaries of (2.3) concerning Bourbaki associated primes could now be given. However, we postpone giving them till §3, since we want to concentrate on the ideal covering relationship in this section. The corollaries are given in (3.3)-(3.6).
The next result gives some further information on the ilf-covering relationship. Whereas (2.3) gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a given ideal to M-cover some ideal, (2.11) gives a necessary and sufficient condition for ideals of the form D + xA to ikf-cover some ideal B 2 D. 
(An alternate proof of (2.11) can be given using (2.4) and (2.2.2).) REMARK 2.12. Let A M, and A be as in (2.11) . Then the following statements hold:
so the conclusion follows from (2.11).
(2.12.2) If x 6 / n D, then D + xM = D is covered, by hypothesis; and if a? e I, g Z), then D: #A Q M, so J5 + xM is Af-covered, by (2.11). Since I is finitely generated, the conclusion follows by a finite number of repetitions of this.
(3.7) and (3.8) are additional corollaries of (2.11) concerning Bourbaki associated primes.
The following result shows an interesting property of ideal covers. It is clear that (2.13.3) => (2.13.2). Cg B + I if and only if C + IQ B + / if and only if (by hypothesis) C + I = B + 7, so (2.13.1') « (2.13.2').
If J5 + /CC + /, then, with C = B + cA (2.2.2), C + /= £ + /+cA and M(B + ί+cA)S5+ί, hence C + I Λf-covers J? + I (2.2.2). Therefore (2.13.2') =* (2.13.4').
Assume that (2.13.4') holds. Then, by (2.2.3) , (B + /): (C + I) = M= B:C f hence (2.13.4') => (2.13.3') .
It is clear that (2.13.3') =-(2.13.2'). Finally, let J = B + (C Π /), so, by modularity, J=CίΊ(ΰ + /). The statements in the following remark follow immediately from (2.13). REMARK 2.14. With the notation of (2.13), let c e C, e JS, so C = JB + cA (2. Two corollaries to (2.13) will now be given. The first is a special case of parts of (2.14), but it is felt that it is of sufficient importance to be specifically mentioned. COROLLARY !)), so the conclusion follows by repetition. If A is Noetherian and Q is an M-primary ideal of A, for some maximal ideal M, then, since A/Q is Artinian, it is clear that Q is M-covered. This together with (2.13) gives a large class of covered ideals. The next result shows that, in fact, every covered ideal in A can be obtained in this way, in that, if C M-covers B, then the primary decompositions of B and C differ only in M-primary components and some M-primary component of B is either covered by some M-primary component of C or C has no M-primary component. Also, (2.17) shows that by considering a primary decomposition of a covered ideal B, we can build up from B to an ideal which covers it, instead of the other way around as in (2.3)-(2.5) and (2.8)-(2.11).
Before stating (2.17), we give an example to show that G may not have an M-primary component even when M is not the component of B.
and xR M-covers xM, by (2.10)) and C has no M-primary component (since C is a principal ideal and R is a Krull domain). Proof. If B = M, then C = A and the conclusion is clear. If B is ikf-primary and BΦM, then C is M-primary and the conclusion is again clear. Therefore assume that B is not M-primary. Now M = B:C, since C ikf-covers B, so M is a prime divisor of B. Also, for each prime ideal P Φ M in A, CA P = MCA P Q BA P Q CA P , hence it follows that there exist primary ideals q, Q 2 , , Q n in A such that q is M-primary, g Π Q 2 Π Π Q» is a normal primary decomposition of B, and either Q 2 Π Π Q n is a normary decomposition of C or q f (Ί Q 2 Π Π Q n is a normal primary decomposition of C, for some M-primary ideal q''. Therefore it remains to show that if M is a prime divisor of C, then q and q f can be chosen such that q' M-covers g. For this, it may be assumed that q £ q', since BaC, so gc#'. Therefore let I = Q 2 n Π Q», let 9 = g x c cq k = q' be a chain of M-primary ideals such that q i covers q^1 9 for i = 2, , k, and let JB* = IΠ 9i (i = 1, , fc). Then B = J5 X S C B* = C, so, since C covers B, there exists d < k such that B = B ι = -B d d Bd+i = = B k = C, and the conclusion follows immediately from this.
(2.17) holds in the more general case that every ideal in A is a finite intersection of primary ideals and, for all maximal ideals M and M-primary ideals Q, A/Q is Artinian (by the proof of (2.17)). This section will be closed with three more results concerning ideal covers in a Noetherian ring. (2.19) , shows that if I Q M and we no longer assume that the B t are M-primary (so possibly Γ g; J5 0 , for all e ^ 1), then, even so, the images of the Bi in A/Γ are still a composition series. PROPOSITION 
Let B, C, I, and M be ideals in a Noetherian ring A such that M is maximal, C M-covers B, and I Q M. Then C + Γ M-covers B + Γ, for all large integers e.
Proof. For all large β, Γ is contained in an M-primary component of B (2.17), so CΠΓ = Bf]I% by (2.17). Therefore C + Γ M-covers B + Γ (2.13). Further results concerning ideal covers are given in (3.2), (3.9), (3.10), and (3.16.2).
3* Notes on associated primes and prime divisors* In this section, we apply the results in §2 to obtain some results on Bourbaki associated primes in arbitrary rings and prime divisors in Noetherian rings. (We prefer to use the prime divisor terminology in Noetherian rings, since it is somewhat more standard and the two concepts of associated primes are equivalent.) To begin, recall the following definition. DEFINITION 
A prime ideal P in a ring A is a Bourbaki associated prime of an ideal I in A in case there exists x e A such that I: xA = P.
It is known [6, (1.2) ] that if P is a Bourbaki associated prime of /, then P is a prime divisor of I in Nagata's terminology [5, p. 19] . (See also [5, (8.8) Proof. By (2.3) , MI is an intersection of ideals J Λf-covered by /. Therefore, for each such J, J lies immediately above J, and M is a Bourbaki associated prime of J (3.2). COROLLARY 
Let I Φ (0) and M be ideals in a ring A such that I is finitely generated and M is maximal. Then I lies immediately above an ideal J that has M as a Bourbaki associated prime if and only if (0): ί S M, and then MI is an intersection of such ideals. (Thus, if A is either quasi-local or an integral domain, then MI is an intersection of such ideals.)
Proof. This is clear by (2.4) , (2.5), and (3.2) .
A particularly important case of (3.4) is when A is Noetherian. COROLLARY 
For each ring A and for each ideal D Φ A, D is an intersection of ideals J each having a maximal ideal as a Bourbaki associated prime. Further, every nonzero ideal I contains an ideal with a maximal ideal as a Bourbaki associated prime.
Proof. This follows immediately from (2.6) and (3.2) .
(3.5) generalizes the well-known result that if paP are prime ideals in a Noetherian ring A such that pA P Φ (0), then P is an imbedded prime divisor of some ideal contained in p. Namely, by the last statement in (3.5) , PA P is a prime divisor of some ideal, say BA P , contained in pA P , so, since A is Noetherian, P is a prime divisor of B and Bap.
(3.6) stands in relation to (3.5) in the same way that (2.7) stands to (2.6) . COROLLARY 
Let I £ M be ideals in a ring A such that M is maximal. Then I is an intersection of ideals each of which has M as a Bourbaki associated prime in the following two cases:
(3.6.1) I is prime.
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(3.6.2) M is finitely generated and I
Proof. This is clear by (2.7) and (3.2) .
The following result is a corollary to (2.11) . The reason the converse of the corollary does not hold (as it did in (2.11)) is that, in general, an M-covered ideal has more than one M-cover. This follows, for example, from the result of Grobner mentioned in the introduction. Proof. (3.8.1) follows from (2.12.1) and (3.2) , and (3.8.2) follows from (2.12.2) and (3.2).
The next corollary to (3.2) gives another application of the covering relationship. If every maximal iϋ-sequence has length equal to k, then M is a prime divisor of B, so B is covered (3.2) .
A result related to (3.9) is given in (3.19) .
The next result is another corollary to (3.2) . However, it is of sufficient importance to be called a theorem. It characterizes finitely generated Bourbaki associated primes in an arbitrary ring in terms of ideal covers. THEOREM 3.10. Let B and P be ideals in a ring A such that P is a finitely generated prime ideal. Then P is a Bourbaki associated prime of B if and only if BA P is covered.
Proof. Since P is finitely generated, P is a Bourbaki associated prime of B if and only if PA P is a Bourbaki associated prime of BA P [1, Proposition 5, p. 134] if and only if BA P is covered (3.2) .
A number of corollaries of (3.2) and (3.10) will now be given. In these corollaries, results in § 2 concerning a covered ideal B in an arbitrary ring correspond to results concerning finitely generated Bourbaki associated primes of B. (3.11) corresponds to (2.13), (2.14.1), and (2.14.2). (3.11) is of some interest, since if BcDcP are ideals in a Noetherian ring A such that P is an imbedded prime divisor of B, then it need not be true that P is a prime divisor of D. However, (3.11) shows that, for each ideal I such that P is not a prime divisor of B Π I, P is a prime divisor of B + J, for all ideals J£*I.
((3.8.2) showed a closely related result.) (3, 11) also shows that for all ideals I §£ P, P is a prime divisor of Bf] I. COROLLARY 
Let B, I, and P be ideals in a ring A such that P is a Bourbaki associated prime of B and is either finitely generated or maximal. Then P is a Bourbaki associated prime of either B + J, for all ideals J Q I, or B Π K, for all ideals K 2 I.
Proof. Assume P is finitely generated, let C be an ideal in A such that CA P covers BA P (3.10), and assume that there exists an ideal /£/ such that P is not a Bourbaki associated prime of B + J. Then (B + J)A P is not covered (3.10), so (C + J)A P does not cover (B + J)A P , hence (C + I)A P does not cover (B + I)A P (2.14.1). Therefore (CnI)A P covers (Bf]I)A P (2.13), so, by (2.14.2), (C(]K)A P covers (B Π K)A P , for all ideals K^I. Therefore the conclusion follows from (3.10). The proof is similar using (3.2) and avoiding localization, if P is maximal.
(3.12) corresponds to (2.15). COROLLARY 3.12. Let B, I, and P be as in (3.11 (3.12.3) Assume that P is finitely generated, let C be an ideal in A such that CA P covers BA P (3.10), and assume that P is not a Bourbaki associated prime of B + d for i = l, .-,β. Therefore the conclusion follows from (3.10). If P is maximal, the proof is similar using (3.2) and avoiding localization.
It is clear that the contrapositive of (3.12.3) Proof. If P is finitely generated, then dIA P is covered (3.10), so either dA P or IA P is covered (2.16) . Therefore the conclusion follows from (3.10). The proof is similar using (3.2) and avoiding localization, if P is maximal. (3.13) 1 !)), so the conclusion follows by repetition. Also, if A is a Krull domain, if P is either a finitely generated prime ideal or a maximal ideal in A, and if P is a Bourbaki associated prime of dq (deA and q a primary ideal in A) and height P > 1, then q is P-primary, by (3.13) (since nonzero principal ideals in a Krull domain are finite intersections of height one primary ideals [5, (33.3)] ). In terms of ideal covers, this says: if dq is P-covered (P maximal and height P > 1), then q is primary (2.16). REMARK 3.14. (3. 14.1) (3.10) and its corollaries hold for all ideals B and P (P prime), if A is Noetherian.
(3.14.
2) It is known [1, Chapter 4, Ex. lc, p. 163] that if P in (3.10) is not finitely generated, then there may exist an ideal BaP such that PA P is a Bourbaki associated prime of BA P (so BA P is covered) and P is not a Bourbaki associated prime of B.
The following result is a corollary to (3.10), (2.19) , and (2.20), but, due to its importance, we call it a theorem. The theorem corresponds to (2.19) and (2.20 (3.10) , so (B + I)A P is covered (2.18.2) , hence P is a prime divisor of B + / (3.10).
(3.15.2) follows similarly from (2.20), and (3.15.3) follows from (2.19) . This section will be closed with a number of corollaries to (3.15) . For the first corollary, recall that if P is a prime divisor of dA in a Noetherian ring A and d is regular, then P is a prime divisor of cA, for all regular elements ceP [5, (12.6) ]. (3.16) shows that a somewhat analogous result holds if P is a prime divisor of zero. COROLLARY 3.16 . Assume that P is a prime divisor of (0) The hypothesis in the next corollary is somewhat restrictive, but an example following the result shows that the conclusion does not hold for all local rings. The corollary shows, in particular, that if P is a prime divisor of an ideal B which is generated by k elements, if height B = n, and if height P = h, then P is an prime divisor of an ideal C t generated by k + i elements such that height G t = n + i, 
Proof. It may clearly be assumed that h > n, and it clearly suffices to prove that P is a prime divisor of an ideal C -B + dA such that height C = n + 1. For this, let xeP such that x is not in any prime divisor of B that has height = n. Then height B + xA ^ n + 1. Now, if p is a height n prime divisor of B, then height p + xA = n + 1, by the first chain condition (since p + xA Φ A), and B + xA £ p + xA, so it follows that height B + xA = n + 1. Therefore, let d = x e with e large, so P is a prime divisor of B + dA (3.15) and height B + dA = n + 1.
The conclusion of (3.18) does not hold for arbitrary local rings. For example, let (A, P) be a local ring such that altitude A = a > 1 (same Q as for q) and .Λ" covers ^V (possibly ^4 rt = ^). Finally, it has already been shown that & = ^ n ^V\ <& = ^ Π ^V\ and (4.18) Assume that A is Noetherian, that ^ is finitely generated, and that ^ M-covers ^, and let / be an ideal in A. Proof. This follows easily from (2.2.3) generalized to modules.
Using (5.2) and the results in §4, the following results can easily be generalized to an arbitrary A-module ^\ (3.3), (3.4) , (3.5) , (3.6.2) , (3.7) , (3.8) , (3.9 ) (let ^f be a finitely generated i2-module and b ίf •••,&* an ^T-sequence), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12.1) and (3.12.2) (let I be an ideal as in (4.15.1) and the generalization of (2.15.2)), (3.12.3) (this has the same two generalizations that (2.15.3) had in §4), (3.13) (let <y and d be as in (4.16) ; the parenthetical statement does not generalize in a convenient manner), (3.14.1) (if A is Noetherian, then the results hold for all prime ideals and for all A-modules), (3.14.2) (this shows the results do not hold for arbitrary modules over an arbitrary ring), (3.15) (assume that A is Noetherian, that ^€ is finitely generated, and that I l9 •••, I k are ideals contained in Pas in the generalization of (2.19) in §4), (3.16.1) (same assumptions as for the generalization of (3.15) and let P be a Bourbaki associated prime of (0) in ^), (3.16 .2) (let P be a Bourbaki associated prime of (0) in and let x e ^t, £ (0^): P), and (3.19) (use the same assumptions as for the generalization of (3.9) and assume that M is a Bourbaki associated prime of (b 19 •••, b k )^/f).
(3.6.1), (3.17) , and (3.18) do not generalize nicely by this method.
6* Sheltered modules. In this brief section, we consider a concept which is somewhat more restrictive than the covering relationship, namely, the sheltering relationship. We begin by recalling the definition. DEFINITION 
